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This issue is the final one of the
semester for the Virginia Law
Weekly. The paper will resume publication on January 17.
In Trusts and Estates, Professor
Robinson noticed the puzzled look
onTony Yoo'"s face and asked him if
he had a question. After clearing up
Yoo's confusion, Robinson said,
"Does anyone else have a question
besides Mr. Yoo? We may have a
mutual admiration society, but it is
not exclusive."
Knowing his Copyright and
Patent class contained several
chemists, Professor Kitchsought the
class' assistance during a discussion
of a patent case involving complex
chemical compounds. "I need
chemical help," he said.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The new Virginia Journal of Social Policy and the Law will hold its
first try-out between January 17 and
January 31. This try-out is open to
all second-year students who are
interested in having a position on
the Managing Board of the Journal.
A meeting will be held at 4:30 on
Tuesday, January 14 and Wednesday, January 15 to explain the details of the try-out process. We
encourage all interested persons to
try-out. Look for more details when
you return from winter break.
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Local District Court Delivers Blow to
Landlord in Ivy Gardens Rent Case
Damage Claims Against Law Students Reduced
Berry rejected Ivy Gardens'
by Brian Svoboda
TheIvy Gardens apartment com- claims for an extra month's rent and
plex overcharged three U.Va. late rental fees. He also reduced the
graduate students on their damage damage assessments charged by Ivy
deposits and failed to fulfill its ob- Gardens against the students, findligations under a re-rental agree- ing much of the alleged damage to
ment, an Albemarle County General be unsubstantiated.
Ivy Gardens filed suit in August
District Court judge held Monday.
Judge Edward Berry ordered law against the students, claiming that
student Greg Salathe and Darden they had failed to pay rent for the
students Eric Dean, John Niccoli months of June and July. The stuand Jon Pelson to pay Ivy Gardens dents counterclaimed, asserting that
only one month's rent and a portion Ivy Gardens overcharged them on
of the charges assessed against their their damage deposits and breached
re-rental agreements signed in June.
damage deposit.

Monday's testimony revealed
some inconsistencies in Ivy Gardens' case against the four students.
Salathe testified that he had moved
out of his apartment on June 2, despite testimony by Ivy Gardens
employees that his apartment was
inspected on June 1.
Salathe also contradicted testimony by Ivy Gardens employees
thathe and his roommate, Eric Dean,
left four condom wrappers in the
apartment when they moved out.
He testified that a Darden student's
parents had stayed in the apartment

during graduation weekend, and that
he had spent only one additional
night in the apartment before moving out. "I had no opportunity to use
four condoms," Salathe said later in
an interview with the Law Weekly.
Salathe said that he and the other
students were pleased with the
court's judgment, which he termed
"acompromise solution," and added
that he does not regret his decision
to go to court.
"It was very much a moral victory... we feel vindicated," he said.

U.S. District Court Judge Dismisses Law Student
Cazenavette's Race Discrimination Suit
Suit Against Department of Educationnot "Cognizable"Despite Policy Permitting Race-exclusive Scholarships

by Jim Czaban
The United States District Court
for the District of Columbia on November 15 dismissed a lawsuit by
third-year U.Va. Law student Joseph Cazenavette and several students at other universities seeking to
strike down the Department of
Education's policy of permitting
federally-funded schools to offer
race-exclusive academic scholarStarting today and continuing
ships.
through January 18th, ABLE will be
The suit, filed last March, alcollecting toys and clothing for
homeless children. Boxes will be
placed in the hall for contributions,
and the items collected will then be
distributed to the Salvation Army,
S.H.E., and Hope House. All are
encouraged to take advantage of this
opportunity to add alittle light to the
by Dave Higley
lives of the less fortunate among us.
* The last SBA meeting of the

leged that the policy violated the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VI)
because certain scholarships are
made available only to black students. Title VI forbids educational
institutions receiving federal financial assistance from discriminating
on the "ground of race, color, or
national origin."
In a 14 page Memorandum and
Order, Judge Stanley Sporkin ruled
that 'Title VI provides no express
cause of action against either educa-

tional institutions who receive federal funding or the governmental
agency charged with enforcement."
Although the Supreme Court has
created an implied private cause of
action against the discriminatory
institution, the court held "that no
implied right of action exists under
Title VI to sue the enforcing agency."
Sporkin's ruling left open the
possibility of the plaintiffs' making
their case "at the university level
where courts will be presented with

fact specific contexts that will allow
them to determine whether the particular program under consideration
would come into conflict with nondiscrimination laws."
Cazenavette's suit was filed after
the Department of Education announced a ban last spring on racially
discriminatory scholarships, but then
quickly reversed the policy under
public pressure. Cazenavette said at
the time that the suit was filed in the
see CAZENAVETTE, page 3

sba notebook SBA Book Exchange to

semester convened on November
Thanks to all who contributed to 25, in "The Lounge."
the Thanksgiving Food Drive! The
* The first item on the agenda
First Year Council delivered 29 bas- was the "Keg Scandal." Dean Stump
kets of food and 36 turkeys to the made an appearance to discuss the
future of "Happy Hour." The disCharlottesville Salvation Army on
November 26th for distribution to cussion startedoff adversarially with
countless statements like, "We don't
local families in need. A special
need supervision." Eventually, the
thanks from the F.Y.C. Thanksgivtone became much more friendly,
ing Food Drive Committee chair, and finally the bottom line was given.
Kim Simmons, to ConradRippy and We can have "Happy Hour" as long
Hilda Gurley for helping to coordi- as we do the following:
nate the second- and third-year
1) Put up a sign stating that only
classes, to all section reps. for their people 21 or over may drink beer.
2) Define the area in some way.
efforts in contacting students, and to
3) Have someone there withTIPS
the F.Y.C. drivers who helped detraining
(Training for Intervention
liver the food.
Procedures by Servers of alcohol).
4) Use outside funds for the keg.
A friend of Matt Bennett has in5) Have alternate beverages
formed ANG that the third-year law
available.
student will be taking a one year
It was also suggested by some
leave from the Law School to travel
SBA members that "Happy Hour"
and work as a volunteer in Africa, was a rather generous term used for
Nepal, and India through the sum- the gatherings. It was obvious that
mer of 1992. He then plans to work the name alone created concern, as
on a presidential campaign in the Dean Stump referred to the term
fall of '92 and return to the Law often. Apparently, Main Grounds
School in the spring of '93. "Many perceived "Happy Hour" as yet anthird-year law students probably other way the law students show
don't realize this semester will be they are having "just too damn much
their last chance to see Matt before fun." In fact, the term "drunken
we go our separate ways in May," party" was even used at one point.
the friend said. ANG wishes him Although some students may wish
for such an event, the SBA assured
well.
the Dean that this was not what was

Premiere Next Semester
taking place. In the future, leave on
your unhappy library faces (that
you've been wearing to drive off the
medical students) while attending
"Happy Hour" - at least until we
can think of a better name.
* The Virginia Journal of Social
Policy and the Law was next on the
agenda. Its representative, Debbie
Cleary, came to the SBA to ask for a
one-time start up contribution of
$250. This payment would go toward fund raising, which is no small
feat considering the Journal's
$13,000 budget. The SBA approved
this request.
* The Book Exchange followed
with a report on some concerns the
administration had with the exchange. Primarily, the concern was
with the question of liability. The
SBA has agreed to take the liability
for the loss of funds, but only after it
was agreed that the Exchange was to
take only checks, not cash.
* Joan Woods announced that a
subcommittee will be discussing the
possibility of raising the B-mean.
Initially, every first-year [including
me] looked quite interested until she
went on to say that this committee
would meet next semester.
* The meeting was adjourned to
eat Domino's Pizza. Pepperoni has
always been my favorite, but I have
to admit, the beef and bacon was not
bad. Good Luck on your finals and
Happy Holidays!

Printed on recydled paper

by Jeffrey Stern
Law students' complaints about
Anderson Brothers finally have
tipped the balance. The book revolt
has begun. Next semester SBA will
manage and pay for a new Law
SchoolBook Exchange, agrand winwin scheme to take back those rapacious profits made by Anderson
Brothers at law students' expense
each semester. With its program,
the SBA hopes to benefit law students with an economical means to
exchange books, commercial outlines and study guides and to offer
an attractive opportunity for student
organizations to earn "off-the-budget" money for special projects.
Before now, Anderson Brothers
scrimped out $10 for $40 texts. It
then raked in $30 and a nifty 300%
profit for these same books when
sold as used. The Exchange proposes to return the differential to
law students,minus 10% ofthe gross
saleprice to the student organization
chosen to staff the desks. Book
sellers would be free to set their own
prices, presumably anywhere between $10 and $30. Book buyers
will pay only for what the books are
really worth. Those costly commercial outlines and study guides, which
Anderson Brothers does not buy
back, will be swapped along with
the texts.
The Exchange will be open only
to receive books from 12 noon to 4
PM on Saturday, January 11. The

Exchange will open for business
starting Sunday, January 12, the day
before classes and run all the way
through the 20th in order to accommodate drop-add students. To be
held at Caplin Auditorium and interview rooms 58-60, Exchange
hours will be from 12 noon to 4 PM
the first Sunday and weekdays 10
AM to 2 PM.
Sometime between now and
when the Exchange opens the SBA
will select a "non-sectarian, nonpolitical" Law School organization
to sit at the desks and help manage
the program in return for 10% of the
gross selling price of each book.
SBA estimates that the reward could
amount to "several hundred dollars"
and, due to the speculative nature of
the scheme, will be "off-budget."
This money, however, is not to be
spent by program heads on first class
tickets to Aruba for Spring Break,
but must be thoroughly accounted
for in a proposed, one-time project.
Such diverse endeavors as "an Easter egg hunt for needy children" and
"a printer" are among the suggested
projects. SBA says it will select
student organizations on the basis of
their proposals.
The Book Exchangeproposal was
recently presented to the administration where it was enthusiastically
accepted. The administration, however, expressed its desire to accept
see BOOKS, page 2
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San Osborne
The Virginia Law Weeklypublishes letters of interest to the Law School and the legal community at large.

The Poetry of LEXIS

Views expressed in signed letters or columns are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect those of
the Law Weekly or the Fditorial Board. Lettersfrom organizations must bear the name, signature and title of
the person authorizing the submission. All letters and colunns must be submitted by 5p.m. on Tuesday, in
hardcopy and on diskette in accordance with instructions posted on the door to the Law Weekly office in
Room 391. The EditorialBoard reserves the right to edit all submissions for length.

Firm Renegs on Offer
Please print the following story as a warning to my fellow law students.
Last Wednesday, just before Thanksgiving break, I received a Federal
Express envelope containing a letter from Petit & Martin in San Francisco.
The letter rescinded their offer to me for a summer clerkship. Petit &
Martin had stated that they would keep their offer open until Dec. 15.
However, theirprogram for the summerwas oversubscribed; the candidates
for summer employment responded quickly, and the firm's summer slots
filled up in late November. The moral of the story is that students who are
delaying their final decision should not consider the Dec. 15th deadline
sacrosanct. There is a risk that oversubscription will lead some firms to
renege on their offers. So, don't just sit on your decision.
Fortunately, I have another offer, an even better one, which I have
accepted. The story does not have a bad ending, at least for me.
NAME WrMELD, LAW II

President Woods Thanks Students

Check this out. They used to just thing I learned in crim. law last year memorize poems.
come in here and take over for a (not a given), it was to beware of
Yeah, ol' Mr. Warthman. He
week at a time. I could handle that, over-broad definitions. Now I may lamed us good. I can still recall
though it seemed sneaky. But now be a tad extreme here (nah), but I those poetry lessons he gave us.
they've set up shop permanently, don't trust those legal publishing I've used them in the real world,
Lexis and Westlaw on a full-scale types from St. Paul, Wisconsin, I tons. My buddies in the fry pits at
encroachment, supplanting com- meanlowa. I'll tell you why. I came Hardee's made those taters just a
puter labs, felling dominoes, infil- across this description once of the little bit crispier if I would recite a
trating our eager knowledge-seek- human brain as I flicked through the little Sylvia Plath. And my first
ing minds like some kind of brain- channels, and Hal Holbrook was boss, the Congressman, really loved
sucking hothouse alien. You know, saying our brains are like a type of it when I would expound
the multinational I used to fear most super-sophisticated HAL-9000 "Ozymandias" during the drive to
was Disney, with their ubiquitously computer. So I was thinking that if National.
annoying Mouse, but lemme tell ya, the brain is really some kind of orBut my favorite is still Robert
it's thatcabal of techno-wizards from ganic storage and retrieval system, Frost. For pure emotional honesty
the Midwest that is really spooky.
then that must mean, really it quite and lyrical directness you can't beat
See, unbeknownst to most of us, logically follows that - okay so that crotchety old coot from New
the BIG TWO are up to something, this does seem absurd but the law's Hampshire. Let's see, now, how did
and it's more than just out-uglying the law and it's only a matter of that one go? Oh yeah, it was someeach other with their give-away simple statutory interpretation thing like, "I approached two highgifties. They're sneaking somenasty Copyright law now says thatmemo- ways in a snowy wood/ and my little
additions into the copyrightlaw. Our rization is illegal. The law says no horse was wondering if the world
copyright law. The law that protects storage, no retrieval. So there's no would end in fire / or in ice / but the
each and every Elvis-loving Ameri- use in memorizing anything any- axe slipped and cut poor Jimmy in
can hero like you and yours truly.
more or you'll get busted by the two / well in sight of two old guys
Here's the skinny. Take a close Lexis cops. Think of it. You cannot busy being neighborly over a fence
look at that little disclaimer you get retrieve any information stored in / which can improve neighborliness
on the Westlaw or Lexis screen for your portable neck-attached data all around / but anyway, back to the
the split second before you go on retrieval system, especially literary highways, orroads, or whatever they
and bluff your way through a search. quality legal opinions and stuff like call 'em in Vermont / the road I was
If you read fast you'll see it says that.
on did thereupon split, divide, disomething like, "This information
Major implications, Jimbo. verge, and hereinafter remain sepais protected and it cannot be stored We're talking capital retooling of rate/ andl/I took the one everybody
in any retrieval system... " but I our super-impressive American else was on / and ended up in Law
can't read that fast.
educational establishment. No more School."
Just what exactly does this mean? memorization. This rule is defiMaybe the Lexis idea isn't so bad
By "retrieval system" are they talk- nitely gonna bum out old Mr. after all.
ing only about computers? No sir, Warthman, my seventh-grade EnSam Osborne is a second-year
Mrs. Robinson, if there was one glish teacher, who made us all law student.

This year I am giving thanks for the opportunity you have given me to
serve you as your President this year. I am inspired by the caring,
generosity and dedication that I see among you. I am uplifted by the
clothing drives for migrant workers; for the day in and day out unsung
heroism of those who conduct the recycling effort; of those who spend
hours every week on all of the details required to put out the award-winning
Law Weekly; of those dozens of Law School students who tutor school
children through programs of Madison House, ABLE, and BLSA; of those
who work so hard and demonstrate their caring in service through P-CAP
and LAS; of those who don't give up when they put a flyer in the mail box
of every single student and less than 10 respond; of those men and women
who show their dedication in the hours spent working for student organizations and student/faculty committees, the men and women who collect
money and shop for and distribute Thanksgiving dinners for people less
fortunate than we are; of those people who see a need and set up a table and
solicit support on their own; of those who perceive a need and spend
countless hours organizing, obtaining volunteers and faculty support, for
projects like the book exchange and the pro bono requirement; of colleagues
who voluntarily leave the day's class notes for you in your box when you
are absent; of those not enumerated who quietly and without fanfare serve continued from page 1
the Charlottesville community; of those who in the same selfless way serve the exchange on a two year basis due
the Law School community. For all of these reasons and many more and
to the Darden purchase. The exthese PEOPLE, I am thankful to be a part of this place.
pectation
is that when the Law
I am grateful for the cheery greetings given me as I walk down the hall. School moves
into the Darden
I appreciate the many invitations I receive to social gatherings. I appreciate building, a portion of the building
the wonderful support and cooperation I receive from the members of the will be assigned to a branch of the
SBA. I also appreciate the phenomenal fact that I receive support and Newcomb Hall Bookstore. This
will
cooperation from all segments of the Law School community. If I ask provide
law students with an onalmost any student, staff, faculty member or administrator for assistance,
grounds bookstore. Consequently,
it is cheerfully and conscientiously given. I can't ask for more.
the administration wishes to keep its
Good luck on exams.
options open when negotiating with
Newcomb Hall Bookstore, in case
JOAN "OVmt mT" WOODS "TO GRANDMA S
the Book Exchange might conflict
HOUSE," LAW Ill
with Newcomb Hall's business
needs.
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This is not to say that the Book
Exchange will cease to exist if the
Newcomb Hall Bookstore moves to
North Grounds. But having this two

year conditional acceptance gives
the administration greater flexibility to best serve the students' needs.
It should be noted that the administration has been an enthusiastic and
active supporter of the Book Exchange since the idea was first discussed this past summer. Apparently Anderson Brothers is about as
popular with the administration and
faculty as it is with students.
The plan for the Exchange,
drafted by Grant Fondo, seems to be
well-organized and efficient. But
will it work? Will a group of law
students be willing to sit at desks for
four hours every day for two weeks,
not including setup, take-down and
administrative time? Will law stu-

dents trust that the SB A can find and
manage a willing student organization each semester? Will Anderson
Brothers sabotage the Exchange with
predatory pricing and the offer of a
sure return? Will the whole scheme
rock and crumble with scandal?
Already the selection process is
nebulous and may be determined by
the fancy of certain highly-placed
SBA officials. Potential problems
also may arise from the fact that, as
a perk, SBA is offering the selected
student organization members chosen first crack at all the books received.
Students with questions about the
Book Exchange should contact
Grant Fondo.
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Survey Reveals U.Va. Law Students Perceived
Summer Employment Harassment
by Karen Guss, Kimberly Martin
and Stephanie Webster
This semester, Virginia Law Women
(VLW) and the Placement Office set out to
discover whether students were experiencing
behavior constituting workplace sexual harassment in their summerjobs. A survey was
distributed to second- and third-year students,
asking for information about the summer of
1991. The survey was patterned on a 1989
survey of women at large law firms conducted
by the National Law Journal, a 1987 Equal
EmploymentOpportunity Commission survey
of women employed by the federal government, and a 1990 survey of clerical workers
conducted by a U.Va. Law student for an
undergraduate thesis. The survey was distributed to the 315 women and 475 men in the
second- and third-year classes. A total of 158
students responded between October 20th and
October 25th.
Although the survey was not flawless, it
has provided useful information. As several
respondents noted, for example, there was no
box to check if no sexual harassment had
occurred. This does not significantly skew
the results, according to VLW and the
Placement Office, because the survey report
focuses onthe number of students who reported
harassment as a proportion of the total number of students who received the survey, not as
a proportion of the number of students who
actually returned it.
At least thirty-three women and one man
reported having experienced varying degrees
ofsexual harassment during this past summer's
employment. The most common type of
harassment reported, affecting 19 students,
was unwanted sexual jokes and remarks by

superiors, usually partners or senior associates. The next most common forms of harassmentreported were unwanted sexual looks
or gestures by superiors (12), and unwanted
sexual jokes and remarks by those they considered colleagues (12). Most often, these
colleagues were reported as fellow summer
associates. Other types of harassment reported
were unwanted deliberate touching by superiors (9), and unwanted pressure for dates by
superiors (7) or by colleagues (3). Unwanted
pressure for sex by a superior and unwanted
pressure for sex by a colleague were each
reported by one student. Finally, one student
reported unwanted pressure for sex by a superior in return for a job offer or a favorable
work evaluation.
The environments in which harassment
allegedly occurred vary as well. Most of the
students reporting such harassment worked in
law firms (31 students reporting), but students
also experienced harassment at government
agencies (2), legal services offices (1) and
public interest organizations (1). One student
claimed to have experienced harassment at
two law firms. Most of the alleged harassers
were superiors (70%) and a significant number of respondents reported harassment by
their colleagues (26%); the remaining 4% of
the alleged harassers were clients and nonlawyer co-workers. Eighteen students reported experiencing more than one type of
harassing behavior. Of the 34 students who
reported experiencing harassment, nearly onehalf reported that the person who performed
these actions evaluated their work and/or had
input into the hiring decision.
Survey respondents reported that some
aspects of their jobs were affected more than

CAZENAVETTE

others by the harassment. The majority of
respondents reported no adverse effects on
their ability to work with others (25), the
quality of their work (29), or their time and
attendance at work (29). However, more than
one-half (18) reported that they felt worse
about their jobs, and nearly one-fourth (8)
responded that their emotional and/or physical health suffered.
Law students have dealt with harassment
in a variety of ways. The majority of respondents who reported experiencing harassment
indicated that they dealt with the problem by
ignoring the behavior or avoiding the person
responsible. Only one person filed a formal
grievance; that person reported a resulting
improvement in the situation at work. The
most common reasons given for not taking
action included fear that their work situation
wouldbecome unpleasant, fear that they would
be blamed, and an expectation that nothing
would be done about the problem. Of the six
respondents who reported the behavior to a
superior, five reported that their employer
took action and/or found their charge to be
true. One respondent reported the harassment
to a supervisor "as a friend," expecting no
action, and no action was taken. All but one
reported that the situation thereafter improved.
The other respondent reported that, although
her supervisor felt obligated to report the
behavior and a formal apology was made, the
student felt that she was perceived as "too
sensitive."
Sexual harassment didnotuniformly affect
law students' opinions of theirlegal employers.
One woman, whose firm took action against
her harasser after finding her claim to be true,
was impressed with the manner with which

the firm handled the situation. Another was
impressed that the behavior of one fellow
summer associate, which included making
inappropriate comments and "inappropriately
touching [several] women (including a partner)," was sufficient reason to not extend him
a job offer. Eight respondents reported that
they would not recommend or would warn
against the employer because of their experience this past summer. Fourteen students
reported that the harassment will not affect
their recommendations of their employers,
usually because they felt that sexual harassment is so prevalent that women inevitably
must contend with it. One respondent offered
her opinion that "[slexual harassment is
something you have to put up with, like long
hours or boring work."
None of the respondents reporting incidents
in response to the survey reported them to the
Law School. Only two of the respondents
were aware that the official procedure for
reporting such behavior is to inform Steve
Hopson, Dean of Placement. In response to
this information, Dean Hopson will be developing and publicizing the Placement
Office's procedure for dealing with workplace
harassment.
Next semester, Virginia Law Women will
issue a more complete report on the survey
results. The report will be available in the
Placement Library and the VLW office. In
addition, VLW will sponsor a presentation
about methods for handling harassment. Any
students with insight into and/or suggestions
about responding to harassment are encouraged to contact the authors or VLW.

VANGUARD Sweeps Second Sniglet Contest

continued from page 1
enforcement concerning race-based scholarships...and to determine whether such a plan
is 'effective."' However, because the Department was in the process of reviewing its
enforcement policy regarding such scholarships, Sporkin said "that this court should not
intervene and preempt agency action before
the agency
itself has
Too busy to cook? Why bother? Come to
fully
evaluated
all the relevant issues and
has decided
on
the
policy and
legal
course it
intends to
pursue."
CaUM
saidhe"has
no idea why
it took the
court so
"We use only the finest natural ingredients."
long" to
The Casella Family
rule on the
Department's

hope that "the University of Virginia and all
similarly situated institutions will be compelled to terminate their race-exclusive scholarships."
Judge Sporkin however said that through
their suit, "plaintiffs ask this Court to require
the DOE to begin a pattern of affirmative

CASELLA 'S

Italian Restaurant

Have a fresh, hot homemade lunch or
dinner right down the hill in Barracks
Road Shopping Center
Serving pizza, italian dishes, soup,
salads, subs and much more ...

• Not just another pizza place•

"The reason why, when you are walking down Aisle 11 Jams and Jellies in
Giant at 10:34 pm and you make eye-contact with another law student whom
you have been seeing in the hall for three years but have never spoken with, that
you either avoid all eye-contact and ignore each other, or say "hi" for the very
first time ever."
The winning entry was:
"This is a no win situation. I'd call it a 'Kroger-22"' -

he speculated that the court was waiting to see
if the Department would react with a reevaluation of its policies. That prediction
appears to havebeen correct, as the Washington
Post reported Tuesday that the Department is
about to announce a new proposed policy
banning race-exclusive scholarships. The
policy would, however, permit race to be
considered as a factor in awarding scholarships.
Immediately after the dismissal,
Cazenavette said he might file an appeal.
However, since the news of the Department's
impending policy change, Cazenavette says
that he must "wait and see what the policy
brings" before deciding whether to appeal.

VANGUARD

The Law Weekly
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"Don't be afraid to leave the
tap." - Moral of Ancient Parable
News From The Real World
The volatile mix of stress and
beer is not unique to Withers High.
The Sunbury, Pa. DailyItemreported
the following story in its November
29 issue. Ten middle-aged men
bought a keg and went out into the
woods to drink. The men were "eating deer meat, drinking beer, and
shooting at bats." After a while, the
owner of the tap wanted to leave and
take his tap with him. After a brief
dispute, the tap owner grabbed his
tap and turned to leave. A frustrated
drinker pulled a handgun from his
jacket and shot the tap owner. As he
lay wounded, the gunner's father
approached the victim, put a shotgun to his chin, and pulled the trigger. The shotgunner then picked up
the bloody tap, put it back on the
keg, and the men continued drinking. They discussed what to do with
the body, and finally put it in the
victim's jeep and set the vehicle on
fire. Eventually, an eyewitness
testified to these facts under immunity.
This is a true story, the moral of
which is plain to see. Don't be
afraid to leave the tap.
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The brimming glee may over
flow
and spill out to the streets.
The infectious air of the mirthful
smile
kisses all it meets.
Wondrous stories of days gone
by,
of enforcement and breaking of
glass,
With a ferocious roar from the
guttural depths
the torch of might is passed.
Of such things enough is said
for no one really knows
About the pacts in times of yore
and plans of years ago.
You may hear sounds of days
gone by
that make you look around.
Remember in the times of modem man
very few are found.

U.Va. The bond is natural and longlasting as evidenced by an oft-heard
quip at these functions, "You know,
if you had bifocals, you'd look just
like my daddy."
Bottom Nine
9. Lisa Spooner "or splater."
Spoon is hoarding some high demand outlines in hopes of getting
"special favors." She should have
swallowed her pride and traded her
outlines for attendance at the Tavern Party.
8. Cliff "Dude" Kinney. The
tiniest Bulk Brother intervened in
the Law Weekly's editing process to
escape mention as a Bulk Brother
and member of W.O.M.Y.N. The
omission was underhanded, but,
perhaps, appropriate.
7. Larry King "of Hearts." Larry
dissed the Law School speaker circuit to announce his candidacy for
President. King promised he would
return, however, as he challenged
Pat "The Ultimate Warrior"
Buchanan and Hulk Hogan to a steel
cage debate/wrestling match in the

Morty Caplin Civic Center. Jim
MacLaughlin "Group" will be the
guest referee.
6. Rob "Turn a" Trickett. Tricky
promised Vanguard an invitation to
the final sorority mixer but didn't
come through. Fortunately, Vanguard was able to gain entry and
report on the inner workings of the
mystical Seven Dollar Club. See
above.
5. Florida State Seminoles. How
the mighty have fallen. As the game
announcer so aptly phrased it - in
one week the Seminoles went from
being ranked third in the country to
being barely ranked third inthe state.
4. Miami Hurricanes. Just to
give equal time, have you ever noticed that Miami's helmet and field
emblem is a multicolored "U"? Not
an "M" or a hurricane, but a "U".
They look more like an ad for United
Airlines than a football team.
3. All Those People Who Gave
Breeder's Cup Money To Brian
Culnan. Brianleft town some weeks
ago with thousands of dollars collected from some of his closest

Local News Section
A group of first-year law students have organized the Seven
Dollar Club to host sorority mixers.
Vanguard was able to sneak into the
party posing as a so- /rority rushee and observe the ancient
mating rituals. The
party began with 10
guys standing around
Sports Section
the keg telling stories
If a Virginia Tech Hokie is a of sexual conquest
castrated turkey, then the U.Va. about a friend of a
football team was the *** as they friend, a friend of a
finished off the much hated Techers friend ofa friend, or a
in a 38-0 butt whipping. Matt fraternity brother at
Blundin broke an NCAA record with another school. Fi216 completions without an inter- nally, the Underhoos
ception, and Chris Slade was a per- arrived andthe sharks
fect five for five - five sacks and swarmed.
This is
five goofy dances. Saturday's win what the lawmen exupped the Cavaliers' record to 8-2- pected to hear: Law1 and guaranteed a spot in the man: "Well yes, I'm
Tampax-Gator Bowl. Despite a los- a first-year, first-year
ing record, Virginia Tech also re- LAW!" Underhoo:
ceived a bowl bid. The Hokies will "Oooh, you're so
play the Maryland Terrapins (a ter- witty, will you sleep
rapin is a castrated turtle) in the with me?" Lawman:
Planters No-Nut Bowl in "Uh, well.., not toSopchoppy, Florida, located twenty- night, this is my outfive miles south of Tallahassee.
line week." Actual
conversations went
Culture Section
ou put more than just your savings
more like this: Lawinto a retirement company. You put
From the days of ancient lore
man#2: "So, whereya
in your trust and hopes for the future,
from? What's your
pagan rituals abound.
too. So before you choose one, ask some
But in the times of modem man, major?" Underhoo questions. How stable is the company?
very few are found.
"Beat it geek." LawHow solid are its investments? How sound
All the ones that do exist
man#3: "What sororis its overall financial health?
evade the watchful eye.
ity
is
this?"
A good place to start looking for answers
They find their life in secrecy
Underhoo: "It's Phi
in
the ratings of independent analysts.
is
and in that shroud doth lie.
Legga Lambda and
Three
companies, all widely recognized
They may begin with simple
we only date guys
resources
for finding out how strong a
from St. Elmer Fudd
chant
financial services company really is, gave
like fight songs tried and true.
Hall. Later... Bud."
TIAA their top grade.
And crescendo 'til the hours of
Well, things must
have gotten better
momr
IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, TIAA
here in the land of 'Hoo.
because more and
IS LETTER-PERFECT.
A leader may come and raise a
more guys showed up
TIAA received A+ from A.M. Best Co.,
cup
and more women left.
AAA from Standard & Poor's and Aaa
and ask them all draw near.
Obviously
these
from Moody's Investors Service. These
They search from heart to bottom women had given out
ratings reflect TIAA's reliable claims-paying
their
phone
numbers
of soul
ability, exceptional financial strength,
and
were
going
to
for tune they hold most dear.
superior investment performance, and low
Fashion
Square
Mall
Not long arises the jubilant spirit
to
pick
out
dresses
for
expenses. With its guaranteed rate of return
as the sun does to the cluckers.
their
night
on
the
and opportunity for dividends, TIAA is
She starts an anthem of country
town with the baldone of less than ten companies, out of
and god
ing man of their
with the words, "Come on you..
dreams. I'm sure
guys."
these mixers will
Nothing approaches the climb
continue to unite the
ing passion
Ensuring the future
law men with the soof the sweet American Pie.
rority
women
of
for those who shape it:
Of the combat rolls and dropping
of trou
I

friends/suckers. He reported back
that he had blown the whole wad on
the Breeder's Cup Pick-7. Since
then, Brian has spent three weeks
looking for a job in Albany. Is that
Albany, New York, or Albany,
Aruba?
2. Neil "Big" MacBride. Neil
just happened to be studying in the
library when that Virginia Lawyer
magazine came by and took his picture to put on the cover. Luckily for
Neil he also just happened to have
all of his first-year books neatly displayed on his desk, his hair combed
just right, his best pressed studying
attire on, and a panoramic autumnal
mountain scene out his window.
1. All those people who continue
to leach off the goodwill and generosity of their softball team's captain
and risk incurring his/her wrath by
failing to cough up a measly five
bucks asked for, not so much as a
required payment for their share of
the entry fee, but more as a simple
but effective token of their thanks
and appreciation for a successful
season of fun and gaiety.
---
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BEFORE TRUSTING YOUR FUTURE

TO ANY COMPANY, ASK FOR

SOME LETTERS OF REFERENCE.
2,200 nationwide, that received these
highest marks.
CREF.FOUR MORE LETTERS
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW.
For further growth potential and diversification, there's the CREF variable annuity
with four different investment accounts to
give you the flexibility you want as you
save for the future.
Together, TIAA and CREF form the
nation's largest private retirement system,
with over $95 billion in assets and more
than 70 years of experience serving the
education community. For over one million
people nationwide, the only letters to
remember are TIAA-CREF.
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SEND NOW FORA FREE
RETIREMENT INVESTMENT KIT,

$t

including a Specil Report on TIAA investments.
Mail this coupon to: TIAA-CREF, Dept. QC,
730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017. Or call
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1 800-842-2733, Ext. 8016.
Na,,e (Please print)
Addre.
City

State

Zip Coe

In'titwOautn
(Full name)
Title
TIAA- CREF Participant
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